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Naturally, she knew her cousin well enough to know that if Iris was willing to let a man stay with her for such a long period, it was

likely that Iris had feelings for Leon as well. Since the two were interested in one another, Louisa did not mind pulling the strings

to matchmake them and get the chance of learning the ways of martial arts in return.

“I’m not…” Leon was about to deny her assumption that he was a Supreme Master but soon realized that Louisa would not help

him with pursuing Iris if she learned the truth.

“Ahem. That’s right. I’m a martial artist in the realm of a Supreme Master!” He said proudly, drawn to Louisa’s proposal. With her

help, he would be able to pursue Iris and dating Iris was his deepest desire at the

moment.

However, since he was not an actual martial artist, it would be difficult for him to teach Louisa the ways of martial arts.

“So, is that a yes?” She urged, concerned that Leon might decide otherwise.

“Louisa, according to what I understand, plenty of families here in Springfield City consist of lineages of martial artists. As one of

the Four Major Families, the Young Family should have their ways of martial arts as well. As a member of that family, why do you

have to learn it through me?” Leon was confused. He ran into plenty of martial artists lately and knew that most families kept

martial artists in their household, and the Young Family should be no exception.

Even the bodyguards that protected Iris in the dark were all skilled martial artists, and it baffled him as to how Iris and Louisa

could be completely untrained.

“The lineage of the Young Family is called the Flaming Sun Methods and it can only be learned by men. Besides, my last name

is Greene, not Young. The Young would never allow their inheritance to leak to anyone that’s not a member of their family!” She

pouted.

Louisa’s father was a government officer and since he did not come from a powerful family, they did not inherit any methods of

martial arts; not only did she not qualify for learning the Youngs‘ methods, it was not suitable for her either since she was a

woman.

Naturally, given the Greene Family and Young Family’s influence, she could easily learn the martial arts of lower ranks. However,

those methods often required high concentration and hard work; the results were rarely rewarding as well, as most of the people

who learned lower–ranking martial arts failed to reach the

Innate State.

For someone as proud as Louisa, she refused to settle for less.

“I see!” Leon said.

He understood the need for a family to keep its inheritance within themselves, just like how he would not teach anyone his way

of sage art except for his wife and children. Even if he did wish to teach others, there would always be a limit to how much he

disclosed. After all, one had to care for oneself first and foremost.

“Alright. You’ve asked your questions. Are you teaching me or not?” Louisa urged.

In her mind, Leon had to be as powerful as the ones who mastered the Flaming Sun Methods in the Young Family for him to

reach the realm of a Supreme Master at such a young age. It was not every day that she

would run into an opportunity like this, and she refused to let it slip by.

“Alright. I agree with your proposal!” Leon nodded.

The ancestors of the Wolfs passed down more than just secret methods of sage art and medical recipes, but also secret

methods of martial arts as well. Considering the vast knowledge the Wolfs kept, it was only

normal for one to assume that those secret methods must hold extraordinary knowledge.
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